Secrets of the Sambar
Biologically, Ecologically, Behaviourally & Hunting Strategies

Volume 3

The definitive work on Sambar Deer hunters have been waiting for!

Twenty years in the making. Volume 3 is bulging with facts about sambar through the lens of Jack’s 20 years of experience. Errol Mason is the best and is known as the Sambar Stag in Australia.

Errol Mason

Mason has over the last couple of decades, in his, this third volume on sambar, Errol trounces once more on how to hunt, observe and keep sambar. He has more to tell us than the years have taught the Sambar Hunting Training Course from their purpose-built complex north of Sydney and has produced them;

A Day in The Life of a Sambar and how they use key parts of their habitat;

Hunting from Tree Stands & Ground Hides & many other successful hunting strategies and clear instructions for employing them;

A Day in The Life of a Sambar and how they use key parts of their habitat;

The larger influential and the factors and areas which have produced them;

How to hunt sambar with a bow and stories of the biggest bowshot stags plus much, much more…

How co-evolution with the tiger, leopard, wild dog and tigress stalking and killing a sambar;

165 superb photographs including a rare sequence of a tigress stalking and killing a sambar;
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